The Existential Adventures of Crazy Man and the Dog, Sidestepper

Episode 56: Wherein Crazy Man and the shopping cart, Wheels, get stoned.
(New here? Click here to see what it’s all about.)
As empires expand and age, their greatest threat comes from deep inside where once they drew their
strength. In this place confidence turns to arrogance, generosity turns to greed and curiosity into complacency.
The shopping cart, Wheels, was thinking about these things at very deep levels when Crazy Man said,
“Can you hear that?”
The shopping cart, Wheels, listened as only shopping carts can listen and it heard a sound that broke its
shopping cart heart. It was a quiet susurration that radiated through the trees and foliage where the deep
dark scary woods opened onto a magnificent outcropping of rock. It was the sound of a dozen brokenhearted doves cooing the melancholy of their being except there were no doves. Crazy Man and the shopping cart, Wheels, scoured the rock face for signs of broken-hearted doves but all they saw were patches
of lichen and a few tree sprouts clinging tenaciously to the rocks.
The outcropping of rock noted their confusion and said, “That was me…all of me…all of my fallen columns.”
Crazy Man and the shopping cart, Wheels, were astounded. They’d never seen fallen columns before
and they had all sorts of questions.
“Does the lichen tickle?” said the shopping cart, Wheels.
“Do you get cold when it snows?” said Crazy Man.
“Are you…” the shopping cart, Wheels, tried to say.

“Hey!” said one of the fallen columns. (Gosh, a talking fallen column.) “No. On both counts. And
you’re both bastards.”
The shopping cart, Wheels, started revving its coaster wheels to take a run at the outcropping of rock; in
particular, the mouthy fallen column that called it a bastard, but Crazy Man put his hand on the handle
and much calm was restored.
“And you’re a bastard,” said the shopping cart, Wheels.
Well, some calm was restored…the coaster wheels stopped spinning.
“Point taken,” said another fallen column. “But you’re still a bastard.”
Crazy Man tightened his grip on the handle.
“You don’t understand us,” said still another fallen column that looked very much like the other column.
“We were a wondrous structure that soared into the heavens and tickled the bellies of clouds.”
“We were pretty damn cool,” said still another fallen column. “People used to stare at us.”
“Sometimes we dropped pebbles on their heads,” said a mirthful sounding fallen column.
“He dropped a pebble the size of a baseball on a guy wearing a clown costume,” said the fallen column
next to the mirthful fallen column.
Crazy Man cringed. He looked down and was pleased to see that he was wearing his Zorro outfit.
“He stopped staring some quick,” said the outcropping. Loose pebbles and lichen rolled down the outcropping as it chuckled through its fallen columns.
“So why are you all lying on your sides?” said the shopping cart, Wheels. “Sounds like you had it
made.”
“I was an empire of structure,” said the outcropping. “The flags atop my columns slapped the butts of
eagles. I was forever…impenetrable, unbreakable…my greatness was written in stone.”
Crazy Man felt another sob story coming on and prepared himself to sleep while he stood with his eyes
open.
“My columns and I regaled in our toughness, our strength and our tenacity.”
Crazy Man was asleep. The shopping cart, Wheels, was enthralled.
“I was the world,” said the outcropping. “Or so I thought.”
Everyone stopped and stared at Crazy Man as he purred while scratching his ass, something he was
prone to do when he was asleep.
The outcropping snapped out of it and said, “I forgot that I was part of the world…not the world.” The
outcropping and all of its fallen columns were silent for a moment. “My foundation was built on denial. I
denied the waves and the wind. I denied time…that patient predator that nibbles away at…”
“Time’s a bitch,” said one of the fallen columns. “We’re all gonna be sand!”
“We’ll be rocks and then pebbles and then sand,” said another fallen column.
“People will leave beer cans on us,” said the other fallen column.
“Aw, c’mon you wusses,” said a fallen column with much colorful seagull shit on it. “We need to stand
tall and proud. We need to prove that we…”
At that moment a rare seismic event occurred right under the fallen column with much colorful seagull
shit. A crevasse opened, swallowed the fallen column and closed. This caught the attention of everyone
present, except Crazy Man, who was still asleep with his eyes open. Still scratching his ass.
“Damn,” said one of the fallen columns. “Didn’t even get to be sand.”
Sensing that the sob story was over, Crazy Man stopped scratching his ass and woke up.
“He was a hothead anyway,” said still another fallen column.
“Anyone know where that hole came from?” said a fallen column.
“Gotta be karma,” said another fallen column.
Within minutes the outcropping was at war with itself. Upper columns began pushing down on the columns below in a fit of columnar rivalry.
“I don’t want to be eaten by karma!” screamed a karma-fearing fallen column.
“Let’s rise again and take over the world,” said a fallen column. “We’ll columnize the whole world and
the mountains and oceans will bow to us.”
“We’ll grow new columns and take over the beaches,” yelled another fallen column..
“We’ll ignore the wind and the waves,” said that fallen column. “Just deny them until they go away. It’s
the modern way to do things.”
“I just want to be sand,” said a weary fallen column.

At which point, on cue and without further ado…the outcropping of rock began to crumble.
“I’m crumbling,” said the outcropping.
Columns began to grind against each other.
“I’m grinding,” said the outcropping.
The entire outcropping began to collapse.
“I’m collapsing,” said the outcropping. “Shit.”
Within minutes or possibly seconds or less, the rock outcropping had disintegrated into its smallest
viewable pieces and had become a beach.
“Did you see that?” said the shopping cart, Wheels.
“Yeah,” said Crazy Man. “How did that happen?”
“I don’t know,” said the shopping cart, Wheels. “Maybe it washed onto the beach at some…”
“We were here the whole time,” said Crazy Man.
The two stared at an aluminum beer can nested directly in the center of the beach where once the most
magnificent structure in the world reached out to the stars.
Karma.
As they continued along the path of adventure and new meanings, the shopping cart, Wheels, from a
place of sincere randomness, said, “What was the dog, Sidestepper, like?”
Crazy Man thought about this as he felt the fur on the key chain warming up still more in his pocket and
he wondered about the key he needed to complete the set: fur, ring, key. Maybe it would be a key to a safe
containing a map to food.
Maybe it would bring more sense to this…outside thing.
In the meantime, he and the shopping cart, Wheels, marching on laughing at Crazy Man’s stories of
mean birds, offended aliens and lots more adventures with the dog, Sidestepper.

To be continued…
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